Abstract: We present a method for partitioning article and patent literatures for the purpose of identifying sub-domains within those literatures at multiple levels. The method is based on bibliographic coupling, and is used recursively to identify fine-grained clusters of articles or patents, along with higher level aggregations of those clusters. This method is applied in an analysis of the literatures of solid-state lighting, using a comprehensive dataset of 35,851 English-language articles and 12,420 US patents published or issued during the years 1977-2004. An analysis of trends by nation and continent is reported for the entire knowledge domain as well as at the highest level of clustering. The fine-grained clusters are used to identify the hottest recent topics in both the scientific (articles) and technical (patents) literatures.
Introduction
Solid-state lighting (SSL) is an emerging technology for producing visible white light from semiconductors for illumination purposes. It has tremendous potential, both to reduce energy consumption through improved efficiency in the conversion of energy to light, as well as to enhance human productivity and the human visual experience through real-time tailoring of the colour properties, brightness and spatial positioning of light.
SSL is also a global technology in virtually every sense. It will benefit consumers and nations throughout the world. It is now, and likely will continue to be, manufactured by companies throughout the world. And it rests on a foundation of knowledge that has been, and continues to be, developed by scientists and technologists worldwide.
There have been a number of recent reviews of various aspects of SSL: its benefits (EERE, 2003; Tsao, 2003; Schubert and Kim, 2005) , national initiatives (Strategic Perspectives, 2006) and the science (BES, 2006) and technology (EERE, 2006; OIDA, 2002a; OIDA, 2002b) itself. In this report, we analyse the foundational knowledge domain associated with SSL, with special attention paid to international trends in the contributions to that knowledge domain, and to particular sub-domains that are evolving rapidly.
The remainder of this report is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the starting point of our analysis: the creation of a relatively comprehensive dataset consisting of articles and patents considered foundational to SSL. In Section 3, we discuss some of the overall features of this dataset, including size, growth rate and key contributions. In Section 4, we partition the dataset according to contributions by nation and continent and discuss international trends to these contributions. In Section 5, we describe an iterative process for mapping and clustering the article and patent datasets into a number of emergent knowledge sub-domains on the basis of bibliographic coupling metrics. In Sections 6 and 8, we discuss international trends in national and continental contributions to the emergent article and patent knowledge sub-domains. In Sections 7 and 9, we discuss the hottest article and patent knowledge sub-domains.
We note that the analysis described in this report is somewhat similar to a recent analysis of international patent trends in nanotechnology (Huang et al., 2004) , but differs in several important ways. First, the descriptive area of our analysis is much narrower, and hence is more amenable to self-consistency checks by domain experts. Second, by including both the article and patent literature, we can assess trends in underlying science as well as in technology. 1 Third, we do not focus or provide statistics on individual institutions (e.g., companies or universities). Fourth, we use the data itself to provide emergent categorisation schema rather than relying on preset schema such as the US patent classification system.
Creating the dataset
The starting point for this study was the creation of a dataset consisting of articles and patents considered foundational to SSL. En route to the creation of this dataset, a number of choices were made: 1 the primary database(s) of which the dataset would be a subset 2 the boundaries of the knowledge domain we would like the dataset to represent 3 the strategy for constructing the dataset from the primary database(s).
Primary databases
For primary databases, we used two:
2 Thomson Scientific's Science Citation Index for journal articles, and the US Patent and Trademark Office's database for US patents. Both of these databases provide bibliographic (backward referencing) information from which similarity metrics could be deduced and used, as discussed in Section 5, to quantitatively define sub-domains within the larger SSL knowledge domain. Both databases also provide citation (forward referencing) information from which impact metrics could be deduced and, as discussed in Sections 7 and 9, used to quantitatively identify important emerging sub-domains within the larger SSL knowledge domain.
We note, however, that a drawback to using these two databases is the first's bias toward English language journals and the second's bias toward US patents. Hence, it must be kept in mind that our analyses, throughout this report, will tend to over-represent the strength of English-speaking nations (particularly the USA), and under-represent the strength of non-English-speaking nations (particularly China). We call China out specifically because very few of its technical journals are English language [only 25 of the 1,411 source journals in the 2001 China Scientific and Technical Papers and Citations database (Wu et al., 2004) ] and very few of its inventions are patented in the USA [in 2001 , only 621 USPTO patents were of Chinese origin (USPTO, 2004) , while 99,278 SIPO patents were of Chinese origin (SIPO, 2004) ]. There are a number of possible reasons for this (e.g., patent filing costs, home-market-targeting of businesses, weak intellectual property protection), but the net effect is that China's strength is especially under-represented in our analyses.
Knowledge-domain boundaries
For the knowledge domain that we would like the dataset to represent, we chose what might be loosely called 'electroluminescent materials and phenomena' or materials and phenomena through which electricity is converted into light. No distinction was made with respect to wavelength, to reflect the fact that similar concepts underlie the design and fabrication of devices that emit light at different wavelengths. Hence, though SSL is concerned explicitly with visible wavelengths, we consider that the knowledge domain foundational to SSL includes non-visible wavelengths. We do, however, make a distinction with respect to the process by which light is induced to emit from a material or structure. We include processes involving conversion of electricity into light, but exclude processes involving conversion of other forms of energy into light, such as photoluminescence, chemiluminescence, bioluminescence or sonoluminescence. The one instance in which this may exclude too much is in the area of phosphors, which are used in some SSL applications to down-convert light of a higher energy (shorter wavelength) into light of a lower energy (longer wavelength).
Search strategy
To maximise self-consistency in our analyses of the article and patent literature, for our strategy for constructing the dataset we sought a Boolean search string compatible (within minor formatting changes) with both the Thomson Scientific Science Citation Index and the US Patent and Trademark Office's database. The search string was developed iteratively to optimise around maximising inclusion of articles and patents lying inside, and around maximising exclusion of articles and patents that lie outside, the knowledge domain discussed above. In the language of information storage and retrieval, the search string was developed to simultaneously maximise recall and precision (Korfhage, 1997) .
To do this, we relied on human technical judgment. To maximise recall, the search string was tested against a 'gold standard' set of articles and patents known to be from scientists 3 or institutions 4 at the forefront of SSL research and development and verified by our own judgment to be in the target knowledge domain. To maximise precision, we scanned the results of the search string to assess the percentage of articles and patents that by our judgment were indeed within the target knowledge domain.
The final search string is as follows: S S or (S or S or S ) or (S or S ) or (S or S or S ) or S ,
where 1 S semic* < and > lum* < and > (copolym* < or > polym* < or > organic < or > "II-VI" < or > "III-V" < or > "III-nitride" < or > "gallium nitride" < or > "GaN") = 2a S ("light" < order >< near / 1 > emi*) < and > ("active layer" < or > "active region" < or > "clad layer" < or > "cladding layer" < or > "well layer" < or > epit* < or > hetero* < or = > "pn junction" < or > "II-VI" < or > "III-V" < or > "III-nitride" < or > "gallium nitride" < or > "GaN") 2b S (("light" < order >< near / 1 > emi*) < order >< near / 2 > layer*) < not > ("plasma" < or > "noble gas" < or > flouresce*) = 2c S ("light" < order >< near / 1 > emi*) < near / 2 > (copolym* < or> polym* < or > organic < or > diode* < or > semi*) = 3a S electrolum* < or > (electro < order >< near / 1 > (lum* < or > phos*)) = 3b S "EL" < order >< near / 1 > (dev* < or > display* < or > "element" < or > "elements" < or > lamp* < or > panel* < or > phosphor*) = 4a S "LEDs" < or > OLED* < or > ("a LED" < not > ("led to" < or > "led from")) = 4b S ("an" < or > "HB" < or > "white" < or > "UV" < or > "blue" < or > "green" < or > "amber" < or > "red") < order >< near / 1 > "LED" = 4c S "LED" < order >< near / 1 > (array* < or > dev* < or > display* < or > element*)
S "semiconductor light source" <or> (solid state light*) =
We estimate that this search string has a recall and precision of roughly 70%-90%, which, though far from perfect, is within a reasonable range for such an exercise (Lundberg et al., 2006) . However, we would inject a note of caution -because of the role of human technical judgment in our process and because of the wide range of lexical phrases associated with this knowledge domain, this search string no doubt contains considerable room for improvement. Finally, records were further segmented into two knowledge sub-domains, one corresponding to inorganic electroluminescent materials and phenomena (the basis of inorganic light-emitting diodes or LEDs) and one corresponding to organic electroluminescent materials and phenomena (the basis of organic light-emitting diodes or OLEDs). For this segmentation, we used the sub-query: O oled* < or > polym* < or > monom* < or > "ligand" < or > hydroxy* < or > macromol* < or > ("organic" < not > "metal-organic" < not > "metalorganic") = Records in the dataset matching this sub-query (S <and> O) were categorised in the organic sub-domain; those not matching (S <not> O) were categorised in the inorganic sub-domain. For brevity, we will sometimes refer to the inorganic and organic sub-domains as the LED and OLED datasets, respectively, though we really mean the inorganic and organic electroluminescent materials and phenomena knowledge sub-domains, respectively.
Overall features of the dataset
The dataset consists of a total of 48,271 records. 35,851 records were articles, of which 27,972 were in the inorganic sub-domain and 7,879 in the organic sub-domain. 12,420 records were US patents, of which 10,500 were in the inorganic sub-domain and 1,920 were in the organic sub-domain. A yearly time series of the numbers of articles and patents in the two (inorganic and organic) knowledge sub-domains is shown in Figure 1 . The inorganic knowledge sub-domain has historically been much larger than the organic knowledge sub-domain, due to important early applications in optical communications, storage and signalling. The organic knowledge sub-domain has more recently been growing much more rapidly (~25%/yr compared to ~8%/yr), however, due to emerging applications in flat-panel displays. If current trends continue, its combined rate of article and patent production will exceed that of the inorganic knowledge sub-domain within the coming decade.
We note for reference that growth rates for the journal article and patent literatures, over all knowledge domains, are 2.7% and 4.7%, respectively, for the time period of this study.
5 Thus, the inorganic knowledge sub-domain has been growing slightly faster, while the organic knowledge sub-domain has been growing much faster, than the historical average.
To give a visual feel for the very large size of the dataset, we show, in Figures 2 and 3, temporal scatter plots of the two knowledge sub-domains. Each data point represents a record in the dataset, plotted according to its publication or issue date and the number of times it has been cited (by articles published through 2004 and by patents issued through 2005). The coloured points represent articles, the white points represent patents. The citation scale starts at 1, so articles or patents that have not been cited are not plotted. Note that we are using a log scale for the citation scale, so the uppermost data points have orders of magnitude more citations than the lowermost data points. Also note that citations do not begin to accrue until after an article or patent has been published or issued, leading to the apparent trail-off in citations for articles and patents published or issued in the most recent five years.
We have also listed the five most highly cited articles and patents in each of the sub-domains. These extremely influential articles have been cited on the order of 1,000-5,000 times and these extremely influential patents have been cited on the order of 100-500 times. Notes: Green points represent articles, white points represent patents. The most highly cited five articles and five patents are circled and labelled.
• Inorganic articles. In the inorganic knowledge sub-domain, two of the most highly-cited articles involve GaN materials and devices: the 1986 article by Amano et al. (1986) on a method for growing GaN on lattice-mismatched sapphire and the 1994 article by Nakamura et al. (1994) on high-brightness blue LEDs. Both of these breakthroughs were unexpected, and together they were a crucial foundation for high-brightness visible and white light emitters. A third article, the review of widegap semiconductors by Morkoc et al. (1994) is an indication of the importance of the GaN materials system for SSL. The fourth and fifth papers described the synthesis and properties of two kinds of nanostructures whose properties are of interest to electroluminescent devices: the article by Leonard et al. (1993) on self-assembled growth of quantum dots and the article by Cullis et al. (1997) reviewing the structural and luminescence properties of nano-porous silicon.
• Inorganic patents. For the inorganic knowledge sub-domain, the five most highly cited patents were for various applications of light-emitting devices (rather than for the devices themselves). Two of these were for uses in healthcare and medicine: Wilber's (1983) patent and New and Corenman's (1986) patent, in which the spectral transmittance of LEDs is used as a measure of blood constituents, including oxygen content. Two others were for uses as information indicators for consumer products: Villa-Real's (1984) patent for programmable telephones and Pease et al. (1994) patent for gaming systems. A final highly cited patent was Casper and Lowrey's (1993) patent on flat-panel (including electroluminescent) displays.
• Organic articles. For the organic knowledge sub-domain, two of the most highly-cited articles involved the discovery at Eastman Kodak Company of organic electroluminescence in small molecules: the article by Tang and VanSlyke (1987) , and the article by Tang et al. (1989) . The other three most highly-cited articles involved the subsequent discovery at the University of Cambridge and at the University of California Santa Barbara of polymer-based organic electroluminescence: the article by Burroughes et al. (1990) , the review article by the same group (Friend et al., 1999) and the article by Braun and Heeger (1991) .
• Organic patents. For the organic knowledge sub-domain, the five most highly cited patents, in contrast to the case for the inorganic knowledge sub-domain, were for electroluminescent devices themselves, as opposed to applications of these devices. Four of these (Tang, 1982; VanSlyke and Tang, 1985; Tang et al., 1988; VanSlyke et al., 1988) were from the group at Eastman Kodak Company, and were for electroluminescent devices based on small molecules. The fifth (Friend et al., 1993) was from the University of Cambridge group, for an electroluminescent device based on polymers.
Note that the two datasets we are juxtaposing, articles and patents, are both indicators of the strength of the knowledge base foundational to SSL. However, they are different indicators.
On the one hand, articles tend to have greater scientific content, with a longer-term and farther-reaching impact on technologies and applications. Articles also have a more streamlined review process, and hence can respond more quickly to the latest technical breakthroughs. And articles often contain scientific insights that are themselves not patentable, though they may strengthen areas of patent activity. On the other hand, patents tend to have greater technological content, with a shorter-term and more immediate potential impact on applications. In cases where the commercial value is high, patents may even substitute for articles as the primary vehicle for codifying new knowledge.
Hence, in this study, we analyse both literatures. To do this in a manner that places them both on equal footing, we show the LED and OLED datasets as trajectories in the 'article-patent' space shown in Figure 4 . Each data point represents simultaneously the number of articles and patents in a sequence of four-year time periods. The larger data points are for the more recent periods and points from successive periods are connected to show changes over the seven data points that span the period 1977 to 2004.
The dashed line indicates the ratio between numbers of articles to numbers of patents (2.9), for the entire dataset. This ratio is substantially lower than the ratio between the total numbers of articles in the Science Citation Index to the total number of US patents in the USPTO database (6.7 in 1980, decreasing to 4.5 in recent years). This is an indication that the knowledge domain we are considering here has relatively more relevance to commercial application than the average. The slight right-leaning curvature in the more recent years of both trajectories indicates a somewhat increasing relative emphasis on patents. This is not unique to the knowledge domain considered here, but is characteristic of the primary databases themselves. However, note that although relative growth is higher for patents than for articles, in terms of absolute numbers, articles are still growing at a slightly higher rate. (1977-1980, 1981-1984, …, 1997-2000, 2001-2004) for the inorganic (LED) and organic (OLED) knowledge sub-domains (see online version for colours)
Finally, note that the organic knowledge sub-domain is growing at a much higher percentage rate than the inorganic knowledge sub-domain, as evidenced by the greater spacing between points in Figure 4 . The implication is that, if these relative growth rates continue, the OLED dataset will catch up with the LED dataset within the coming decade in both patents (horizontal distances between points) and in articles (vertical distances between points).
International trends
Thus far, we have associated each article and patent in the dataset with either the inorganic or organic knowledge sub-domains, so that trends in these separate sub-domains can be separately quantified and compared. We can also associate each article and patent in the dataset with one or more national origins, determined by the origins of its associated authors, inventors or institutions. There are various methods of making this association; here, we use the simplest method, in which an article or patent is assigned a unique national origin according to first author or first inventor. Having assigned an article or patent a unique national origin, we then use United Nations conventions (UN, 2006) to assign articles or patents a unique macro-geographical (continental) origin: Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, Northern America, Asia, Europe and Oceania. For many purposes, other roll-ups based on geo-political or socio-cultural considerations would also be interesting (e.g., by affinity to the major language families of the world, such as English, Spanish and Chinese). However, the United Nations convention based on geography does provide a measure of normalisation in that Northern America, Asia and Europe are reasonably close in terms of some measures of economic activity.
Using these associations, we can now chart trajectories in 'article-patent' space, just as in Figure 4 , but of the contributions to the LED and OLED datasets from various nations and continents. To minimise the overlap in the trajectories, we have truncated them and show only the most recent four time periods. The trajectories for the LED dataset are shown in Figure 5 : the top eleven nations on the top and the seven continents on the bottom. The diagonal dashed lines represent the average ratio of articles to patents for the LED dataset. A data point that lies along the dashed line represents a ratio of articles to patents equal to the LED dataset average. A data point that lies below (or above) the dashed line represents a ratio of articles to patents lower (or higher) than the LED dataset average.
• LED dataset: nation trajectories. From the top panel of Figure 5 , one can see that the USA and Japan are the two dominant nations, with the USA leading slightly in the most recent four-year time period. One can also see that with its faster trajectory (distance between data points), Japan can be expected to approach or surpass the USA in the next four-year time period. From the rightward curvature of their trajectories, both show an increasing recent emphasis on patents over articles. Interestingly, almost all of the other nations (except Taiwan and Canada) show an opposite emphasis on articles over patents.
• LED dataset: continent trajectories. From the bottom panel of Figure 5 , one can see that Asia is the dominant continent. It has significantly more articles than North America with a comparable number of patents and has significantly more patents than Europe with a comparable number of articles. Moreover, its trajectory (distance between data points) is such that its dominance is likely to continue and grow. From the rightward curvature of the North America and Europe trajectories, both show an increasing emphasis on patents over articles. However, in absolute numbers, Europe still has a significant emphasis on articles over patents, while North America has a significant emphasis on patents over articles.
The trajectories for the OLED dataset are shown in Figure 6 : the top eleven nations on the top and the seven continents on the bottom. The diagonal dashed lines represent the average ratio of articles to patents for the OLED dataset. A data point that lies along the dashed line represents a ratio of articles to patents equal to the OLED dataset average. A data point that lies below (or above) the dashed line represents a ratio of articles to patents lower (or higher) than the OLED dataset average. Note that, because of the recent ramp-up in the field, all countries are starting from a trivial base in terms of patents.
• OLED dataset: nation trajectories. From the top panel of Figure 6 , one can see that, just as for the LED dataset, the USA and Japan are the two dominant nations. The USA leads slightly in articles, but Japan leads slightly in patents. Also, their relative trajectories are such that Japan's patent dominance is likely to continue, while the USA's article dominance is likely to wane. Just as with the LED dataset, the rightward curvature of their trajectories indicates an increasing recent emphasis on patents over articles, offset by a greater emphasis on articles over patents in almost all of the other nations (except Taiwan).
• OLED dataset: continent trajectories. From the bottom panel of Figure 6 , one can see that, even more so than for the LED dataset, Asia is the dominant continent. It has significantly more articles and patents than either North America or Europe. Moreover, its trajectory (distance between data points) is such that its dominance is likely to continue and grow. And, just as for the LED dataset, from the rightward curvature of the North America and Europe trajectories, both show an increasing emphasis on patents over articles. However, in absolute numbers, Europe still has a significant emphasis on articles over patents, while North America has a significant emphasis on patents over articles. To summarise, the USA is the dominant nation in both the LED and OLED datasets, but Japan is a very close second and is on a faster trajectory. While Canada is a modest contributor within North America, Taiwan, South Korea and China are significant contributors within Asia. As a result, Asia is the dominant continent in both the LED and OLED datasets, and is also on a faster trajectory. In fact, we should remind ourselves at this point that, for the reasons mentioned in Section 2, our dataset over-represents English-language and US contributions to the overall knowledge domain. Hence, Asia is even stronger than appears. For example, from Figures 5 and 6 one sees that China has a significantly greater emphasis on articles than on patents in this dataset. Insofar as strong science is a leading indicator for strong technology, one can anticipate that China is in a good position to generate more US patents in the future. However, China's domestic market is growing very quickly, and before too long may be the largest market in the world for SSL. From that perspective, Chinese companies and inventors have less incentive to apply for US patents for their intellectual property -it may be sufficient for them to be protected within China. Also, China lacks a history of a strong intellectual property protection and companies therefore have less incentive to patent locally or overseas. Note: This is a five-year time period, rather than the four-year time periods used for the trajectories in Figures 4 through 6. Similar conclusions can be drawn from Table 1 , which shows a more detailed view of the article and patent contributions of the various nations to the overall dataset. The US and Japan dominate the dataset for both articles and patents. But because of their relatively stronger emphasis on patents than articles, they 'completely' dominate in patents, with 78.5% of all patents in the most recent five years, and only somewhat dominate in articles, with 35% of all articles in the same time period. With the exception of Taiwan (which ranks 3rd in patents but 7th in articles), most other countries have the reverse emphasis of articles over patents. We have already mentioned China, which ranks 3rd in articles but 15th in patents. India is of interest in that it ranks 12th in articles, but does not have a single US patent in our dataset. We do not explore the potential reasons for these differences here, but merely note that they exist.
Also, the trajectories are such that dominance of Asia will only become greater in the future. For instance, China ranks 3rd in scientific papers during the most recent five years, but only 5th over the full time period. Thus, China has stepped up its investment in the science foundation of this knowledge domain as compared to the rest of the world. In contrast, the UK shows the opposite trend, ranking 4th over the full time period, but only 6th during the most recent five years. A separate analysis (not shown) indicates that Asia became stronger than Europe in the early 1990s, and became stronger than North America in the early 2000's. North America is still stronger than Europe, though, with no sign of an impending cross-over.
Mapping and clustering the dataset
Thus far, we have associated each article and patent in the dataset with either the inorganic or organic knowledge sub-domain and with a unique national and continent origin. In terms of the technical disciplines that are associated with the knowledge domain, these are still very coarse associations. It would be useful to drill deeper into the dataset, and cluster articles and patents into knowledge 'micro'-domains that could then be separately quantified and analysed.
There are a number of methods for doing such clustering. The majority of surveys of particular fields cluster articles or patents into pre-existing categories. Journals and journal types are a handy categorisation for articles and patent classes find similar usage for patents. However, many journals, especially large or multidisciplinary journals, cover a variety of topics that can bridge multiple categories and conversely several journals can cover similar topics. Likewise, the US patent classification system is a handy categorisation schema for patents. However, the system is inconsistent and time-varying: some classifications are broad and others narrow, classifications change definitions over time, patents are reassigned at varying intervals and most patents are multiply classified. In fact, a cursory review indicates that such inconsistencies and time variations were present in our SSL dataset.
Given the ambiguities associated with such pre-existing categories, we chose instead to use recently developed bibliographic techniques to generate maps of the dataset from which clusters emerge automatically from the properties of the dataset. These clusters represent a 'natural' way of understanding the organisation and ongoing evolution of the knowledge domain. They also provide a means for understanding at one finer level of detail relative to national strengths in the various knowledge micro-domains.
The general five-step process we used to cluster both articles and patents is illustrated in Figure 7 . 2 A graph is constructed in which each article or patent is a node, and the cosine coefficients are edge weights between the nodes. The graph is then 'laid out' into a two-dimensional map by assigning x, y positions to each node in such a way as to minimise the distance between pairs of nodes with high cosine coefficients. The mapping algorithm is the VxOrd algorithm (Davidson et al., 2001 ) contained in the VxInsight® tool (Boyack et al., 2002) for knowledge domain visualisation.
3 In the resulting map, articles or patents that are near each other are then clustered.
There are a number of methods for doing such clustering. Here, we use a modified average-link clustering algorithm that assigns each node to a cluster based on edges and distances between nodes (Klavans and Boyack, 2006) .
4 At this point we have a level-1 clustering, which constitutes a first-order emergent categorisation based on how authors and inventors (and examiners) perceive an article or patent with regard to other articles or patents. However, a typical level-1 cluster contains on average ten records, so there are still too many clusters to enable a high-level view of the dataset. To overcome this, we iteratively cluster the clusters. This involves aggregating together all records in a cluster, by assigning all references in a given record to its cluster. Then, we go through steps 1 through 3 again, using the level-1 clusters as the nodes. After calculating cosine coefficients for pairs of clusters, laying out the graph, and clustering the clusters, we then have a level-2 clustering.
5 Even higher-level clusterings can now be created by aggregating references and iterating steps 1 through 3, with the number of clusters being reduced by roughly an order of magnitude per iteration. In practice, we stopped after aggregating into roughly 50 level-3 clusters, and did a final manual aggregation into level-4 clusters, using our own technical understanding of the knowledge domain. The resulting level-4 clusters we call 'superclusters', and they represent a high-level emergent categorisation scheme for the knowledge sub-domains associated with the dataset.
The resulting numbers of clusters and records remaining in the maps at the various levels of aggregation are given in Table 2 . Note that at each level of aggregation some records are 'lost' (e.g., 3,114 articles were lost in the aggregation leading to level-1 clusters). These articles could not be aggregated into any cluster of articles, usually because they have no common backward references with other articles in the dataset. At each level of aggregation, fewer articles are lost. Also note that fractionally more patents are lost than articles. This is because the average article has 25 references while the average patent has 8 references. Thus patents have less information available with which to calculate bibliographic coupling. This leads to a dropping of a higher fraction of patents at each level of aggregation, and also leads to more ambiguity for patent than for article clustering. 
Article superclusters
Two maps of the resulting superclusters of articles in the dataset are shown in Figure 8 . The left map is a topographical level-3 map taken directly from VxInsight, in which height represents density of articles. These articles have been aggregated into 50 level-3 clusters, and these level-3 clusters have in turn been aggregated manually into the 11 level-4 dashed-oval-outlined superclusters labelled A1-A7, B1-B2 and C1-C2. Note that the lateral extent of a supercluster on this map is not an indication of its size (number of articles) but an indication of the bibliographic-coupling 'diversity' of its aggregated level-3 clusters. The right map is a stylised level-4 map, in which the superclusters' centre positions have been preserved, but their areas have been scaled to reflect the number of articles they contain. Though this stylised map no longer has information regarding bibliographic-coupling diversity within the superclusters, it retains information regarding bibliographic-coupling diversity between the superclusters. Also, because the stylised map is inherently two-dimensional (despite the three-dimensional sphere-like shading of the clusters), it is easier to interpret and will be used exclusively in the remainder of this article.
The superclusters fall into three groups: the first distinguished by materials system, the second by structure or phenomenon and the third by applications.
A Materials-oriented superclusters. Most (84%) of the articles aggregated into the seven materials-oriented superclusters labelled A1-A7. The largest single supercluster, A6 (23%), is that associated with organic materials. There are also two relatively large superclusters associated with the III-V compound semiconductors: A1 (22%) is associated with GaAs-based and InP-based materials and A3 (10%) is associated with GaN-based materials. Then there are three clusters associated with the II-VI compound semiconductors: A2 (11%) is associated with the Te and Se compounds, A4 (2%) is associated with ZnO materials and A5 (7%) is associated with the S compounds. Finally, a medium-sized cluster, A7 (9%), is associated with Si/SiO 2 photonics.
B Structure-or phenomenon-oriented superclusters. A much smaller (9%) fraction of the articles aggregated into the two structure -or phenomenon-oriented superclusters labelled B1-B2. B1 (4%) is associated with carrier and exciton dynamics and recombination and B2 (5%) is associated with low-dimensional structures, such as quantum wires and dots.
C Applications-oriented superclusters. A still smaller (5%) fraction of the articles aggregated into the two applications-oriented superclusters labelled C1-C2. C1 (1%) is associated with instrumentation for human motor and visual response experiments and C2 (4%) is associated with sensors, photo-therapies and optics. Assigning a single high-level interpretation to the tens of millions of bibliographic coupling comparisons that were made to compute these two maps is of course non-trivial. However, a reasonable interpretation of the positioning of the materials-oriented superclusters appears to be based on the degree to which electrons and holes are spatially localised in the various materials or phenomena of interest. The materials associated with the extreme-upper-left superclusters are characterised by electrons and holes with very long mean-free paths, such as in the purest and crystalographically most ordered semiconductors in supercluster A1 (GaAs and InP). The materials associated with the extreme lower-right superclusters are characterised by electrons and holes that are localised in space, such as the molecule-scale electronic excitations associated with supercluster A6 (organics) or the localised impurities (e.g., rare earths) in the materials associated with superclusters A5 (S, Se) or A7 (Si, SiO 2 ). In between these extremes, from upper left to lower right, are the less-pure or crystalographically less ordered semiconductors associated with superclusters A2 (Se, Te, Mn, Fe) and A3 (GaN) and the often-nanostructured semiconductors associated with supercluster A4 (ZnO). The positioning of the structure-or phenomenon-based superclusters is consistent with this interpretation. The phenomena associated with supercluster B1 (carrier dynamics) are characteristic of electrons and holes in motion over sometimes long distances and in large part made use of the materials associated with supercluster A1 (GaAs, InP). The phenomena associated with supercluster B2 (quantum wires/dots) are characteristic of electrons and holes that are confined in space and for the most part made use of nanostructured GaAs and InP materials.
The positioning of the applications-oriented superclusters is also consistent with this interpretation. The applications associated with supercluster C1 (instrumentation for human motor and visual response experiments) make extensive use of visible-wavelength light-emitting devices based on materials associated with supercluster A3 (GaN). The applications associated with supercluster C2 (sensors, photo-therapy, optics) are closely associated with the study of materials in supercluster A6 (organics) and related bio-organic materials.
We are now in a position to analyse the relative contributions various nations have made not only to the overall knowledge domain, but to the knowledge sub-domains that the various superclusters represent. This analysis is summarised in Tables 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c).
• Each column in Tables 3(a) and 3(b) lists, for each supercluster, the percentages of articles contributed by nine representative nations and the 'rest of the world'. The first eight of the nine nations chosen were the top eight article-producing nations from Table 1 . For the ninth nation, we chose to retain Canada (#11 in Table 1 ) to give North America a more balanced presence in this analysis. Table 3 (a) lists these percentages for the entire 28 years and Table 3 (b) lists them for the most recent five years (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) . The rightmost columns in both Tables list the percentages of articles contributed by the various nations, summed over all superclusters. The vertical sum of percentages within each column is 100%.
• Table 3 (c) lists, again for each supercluster, the ratio between the two percentages in Tables 3(b) and 3(a). This ratio is an indication of the trend in time of a nation's contribution to the articles in the various superclusters. Ratios greater than, equal to or less than, unity indicate that a nation's relative contribution to the articles in a supercluster is growing, staying the same, or shrinking.
From Tables 3(a) and 3(b), one can see that the USA and Japan are the two dominant nations. The middle columns indicate that they are the only two nations that have contributed more than 9% of the articles in each of the superclusters. The rightmost columns indicate that together they contributed more than one-third of all the articles (summed over all superclusters) in both the full 28-year dataset and in the most recent five years of the dataset.
From the rightmost column of Table 3 (c), however, one can also see that this overall dominance is shifting. The US's trend ratio is 0.8, indicating that its percentage contribution, summed over all superclusters, is shrinking (from 24% to 18%). Japan's trend ratio is 0.9, indicating that its percentage contribution is also shrinking (from 18% to 16%), though less quickly. In contrast, Taiwan's trend ratio is 1.7 and South Korea's and China's trend ratios are 1.9, indicating that their percentage contributions are growing rapidly (Taiwan's from 3% to 4%, South Korea's from 4% to 8% and China's from 6% to 11%).
It is also interesting to compare a nation's percentage contribution to particular superclusters to its percentage contribution to the overall dataset. Ratios between these percentages that are greater than, equal to or less than, unity, indicate that a nation is placing relatively more, equal or less emphasis on the knowledge sub-domain associated with a particular supercluster than on the overall knowledge domain associated with all the superclusters. To enable these ratios to be visualised quickly, we have 'heat mapped' the colours of the various cells in Tables 3(a) and 3(b) so that ratios greater than unity are light orange (somewhat hot) and orange (very hot), while ratios less than unity are light blue (somewhat cold) and dark blue (very cold). For example, the upper left cell in Table 3 (a) shows that the USA contributed 30% of the articles in the A1 supercluster, while the upper right cell of that same row shows that the USA contributed only 24% of the articles in the entire dataset. Thus, the USA contributed 1.2 times more than expected to supercluster A1's articles and thus that cell is heat-mapped to light orange (somewhat hot). Table 3 Absolute and percentage contributions of representative nations to the various article superclusters, (a) contributions to the entire 28-year dataset (b) contributions to the most recent five years of the dataset (c) the ratio between the two (see online version for colours)
From the Tables 3(a) and 3(b) heat maps, one can see that the USA has had both a historical and a recent emphasis on supercluster C2 (sensors, phototherapy, optics). This is consistent with ongoing interest in the USA in the use of LEDs and lasers as sensors and sources in medical, environmental and communications applications. From the Tables 3(a) and 3(b) heat maps, one can also see that the USA's historical emphasis on superclusters A1 (GaAs, InP) and C1 (HMVR instrumentation) has given way to a recent emphasis on superclusters A3 (GaN) and A5 (S, Se). A waning of interest in supercluster A1 is consistent with the maturing of our understanding of GaAs-and InP-based materials and their now widespread use in commercial applications ranging from cellular telephony to optical-fibre communications. A waning of interest in supercluster C1 is consistent with the maturing of light-emitting-diode technology for signalling (direct view) applications such as in human motor and visual response experiments. A waxing of interest in supercluster A3 is consistent with the emergence in the mid 1990's of GaN-based materials for SSL. A waxing of interest in supercluster A5 is consistent with growing interest in the early 2000's in nanotechnology, for which the S-and Se-based II-VI semiconductors are a common materials platform.
Note that the degree to which a nation emphasises particular superclusters at the expense of other superclusters depends mostly on its size. Nations that contribute significantly to the overall dataset (e.g., USA, Japan, Germany) contribute relatively evenly to the various superclusters. Nations that contribute less significantly to the overall dataset (Taiwan, South Korea, China, France, Canada) contribute relatively unevenly to the various superclusters. This may in part be due to the coarse graininess associated with smaller numbers of institutional contributors. It may also in part be due to the national competitive advantage that derives from building critical mass in a supercluster (Porter, 1990) , coupled with the difficulty that small nations have in doing so in all superclusters.
For example, Taiwan's emphasis is supercluster A3 (GaN), consistent with its extensive commercial activity in GaN-based LED technology. Canada's and Great Britain's emphasis is supercluster C1 (human motor and visual response instrumentation), consistent with their strengths in animal and human psycho-physiology. South Korea's and China's emphasis is supercluster A4 (ZnO). In fact, this is the supercluster for which nations differ most in their emphases, the Asian nations having generally a much stronger emphasis than the North American and European nations. This may be a reflection of the relative newness of this supercluster: 82% (626 out of 767) of its articles were published in the last five years, a much higher percentage than the 37% (11,975 out of 32,418) of the articles in the entire dataset. The Asian nations, whose R&D investments are growing (percentage-wise) very rapidly, might be expected to target their investments in newer areas of science and technology where they may more easily find competitive advantage.
Finally, in addition to the smaller nations' greater ongoing selective emphasis on particular superclusters, they are also broadening their contributions in the other superclusters. This is illustrated by the hot (orange) cells in Table 3 (c), which represent those superclusters for which a nation's percentage contribution has increased the most in recent years. These are, by and large, not the superclusters that the smaller nations are emphasising, but the superclusters that they are 'not' emphasising but that they are broadening their contributions to -because their contributions have been historically so small, even modest recent contributions represent large percentage increases.
Article hot topics
Thus far, we have focused on the level-4 superclusters. These superclusters divide the knowledge domain finely enough to distinguish, as just discussed in Section 6, national contribution patterns. They do not divide the knowledge domain finely enough to be of use in analysing technical communities with shared paradigms, language and interests. In other words, few researchers would be likely to view themselves as 'expert' in any of the 11 level-4 superclusters, or even in any of the 50 level-3 clusters, broad as they are.
To analyse technical communities, we use the level-2 clusters, and for brevity we call these level-2 clusters 'topics'. As indicated in Table 2 , there were 491 topics, of which 72 (or 15%) can be considered young, in that their articles have a mean age of four years or less. These 72 young topics are shown in Figure 9 as coloured spheres on a stylised supercluster map. The superclusters on this map have been shifted manually from those shown on Figure 8 , so that they do not overlap, and so that the topics can be placed unambiguously in the supercluster to which it was ultimately aggregated.
The areas of the topics have been scaled to reflect the number of articles they contain. The colouring (or heat mapping) of the topics have been chosen to reflect their 'impact'. For an individual article, impact is the ratio between its number of citations and the average number of citations for all articles in the dataset published that same year. For a topic, impact is the average impact of all articles that aggregated into the topic. Topics that are both young and high impact are considered 'hot' and are coloured orange, while those with low impact are considered 'cold' and are coloured blue. As illustrated in Figure 9 , the young topics are not dispersed evenly amongst the superclusters. Superclusters A1 (GaAs, InP), B1 (carrier dynamics) and C1 (human motor and visual response instrumentation) have no young topics, and superclusters A2 (Se, Te, Mn, Fe) and A7 (Si, SiO 2 ) each have only one or two small young topics. But superclusters A3 (GaN), A4 (ZnO), A6 (organics) and B2 (quantum wires/dots) each have multiple young topics. Supercluster A6 (organics) has both the most young (26) and hot (17 with an impact greater than 1.0) topics. The six hottest topics are specifically called out in Figure 9 , and their details, including the seminal articles associated with them, are listed in Table 4 . They are all relatively large and active areas of publishing activity:
• Spintronics: This area involves the manipulation of spin-polarised electrons. Such manipulation is mostly of interest for computation and memory applications, but may also someday be useful for applications involving the absorption and emission of polarised light.
• AlGaN ultraviolet LEDs: This area is aimed at LEDs that emit light in the ultraviolet.
Such LEDs are mostly of interest for use as excitation sources for fluorescence spectroscopy and for water purification, but they may also someday be of use as excitation sources of white-light-emitting phosphors.
• Nanowires: This area takes advantage of modified electronic, optical and mechanical properties in very small diameter, near-one-dimensional nanowires. They are of interest for a wide variety of applications, including as light emitters in which nanoscale effects have suppressed strain-related structural defects.
• Nanophosphors: This area takes advantage of modified electronic, optical and mechanical properties in very small, near-zero-dimensional nanodots. Nanophosphors are of special interest when functionalised and attached to biomolecules, for use as light-absorbing and light-emitting 'tags'. They are also of interest for conversion of monochromatic coloured into multi-chromatic white light.
• Polyfluorenes: These are a promising class of 'wide-gap' organic material emitting efficiently in the blue and, with suitable modification, in the green and red. They are of interest for blue light emission in flat-panel colour displays and may also someday be of use in producing multi-chromatic white light.
• Electrophosphorescence: This area involves the harvesting of light emission from singlet and triplet states (rather than just singlet states), thereby enhancing significantly overall light-emission efficiency. Electrophosphorescence is of interest for flat-panel colour displays and ultimately also for white-light production. Baldo et al. (1999) Note that none of these topics are hot specifically because of their perceived potential impact on SSL. They are hot because of a combination of internal 'push' (the perceived richness of the topic itself) and broad external 'pull' (the perceived richness of potential applications, of which SSL is one). 'Nevertheless, the serendipitous and unpredictable nature of the interplay between science and technology suggests that SSL-relevant breakthroughs could emerge from any of these (as well as other) topics'. Given similar levels of targeted encouragement, whether an SSL-relevant breakthrough is more likely from a hot topic of broad relevance than from a colder topic of more SSL-exclusive relevance is a question of great interest to national innovation strategy, but beyond the scope of this report.
Patent superclusters
Two maps of the resulting superclusters of patents in the dataset are shown in Figure 10 . The maps are similar to those in Figure 8 for articles, but with some differences. The left map is a topographical map taken from VxInsight, in which articles have been aggregated into 62 level-3 clusters, and these level-3 clusters have in turn been aggregated manually into the ten level-4 dashed-oval-outlined superclusters labelled D1-D3, E1-E4 and F1-F3. The right map is a stylised level-4 map, in which the superclusters' centre positions have been preserved, but their areas have been scaled to reflect the number of patents they contain. Examination of the full dataset shows that these patent superclusters are not nearly as 'clean' as the article superclusters, in that there is less mutual exclusivity between them. Roughly speaking, but only roughly, the superclusters fall into three groups: the first distinguished by materials and physics, the second by application in the low-power regime, and the third by application in the medium-to-high-power regime.
• D materials-and physics-oriented superclusters. A large percentage (37%) of the patents aggregated into the three materials-and physics-oriented superclusters labelled D1-D3. The first supercluster, D1 (18%), is that associated with OLEDs. The other two superclusters, D2 and D3 are associated primarily with inorganic light-emitting diodes: D3 (8%) is associated with the materials and heterostructure device aspects of inorganic light-emitting diodes and D2 (11%) is associated with the optics aspects of inorganic light-emitting diodes.
• E low-power-applications-oriented superclusters. A smaller (22%) fraction of the patents aggregated into the four low-power-applications-oriented superclusters labelled E1-E2. Supercluster E1 (5%) is associated with linear (1-D) arrays of LEDs. Supercluster E2 (5%) is associated with switches and indicators, and supercluster E3 (8%) is associated with indicators and scanners. Supercluster E4 (4%) is associated with sensors.
• F medium-to-high-power-applications-oriented superclusters. A somewhat larger (40%) fraction of the parents aggregated into the three medium-to-high-power-applications-oriented superclusters labelled F1-F3. Supercluster F1 (15%) is associated with backlights, panels and phosphors. Supercluster F2 (6%) is associated with portable lights. Supercluster F3 (19%) is associated with lamps and controls.
As for the articles, assigning a single high-level interpretation to the millions of bibliographic coupling comparisons that were made to compute these two maps is non-trivial. However, a reasonable interpretation of the positioning of the superclusters is the following.
In the vertical dimension, the lower row of superclusters, D1 (OLEDs), D2 (LEDs and optics), D3 (LEDs and heterostructures) and E1 (linear arrays), are based primarily on improvements in light-emitters at the materials and chip levels. The upper row of superclusters, E3 (indicators, scanners) and E4 (sensors), are based primarily on end-use applications of systems (e.g., liquid-level indicators, oximeters) containing light-emitters as an essential element. The superclusters in between are based primarily on improvements in light-emitting systems.
In the horizontal dimension, the lower left supercluster, D1 (OLEDs), is based primarily on organic light emitters, while the lower right supercluster, D3 (LEDs and heterostructures), is based primarily on inorganic light emitters. As a consequence, systems and applications that tend to use OLEDs, like the flat-panel displays contained in supercluster F1 (backlights, panels, phosphors), are positioned towards the left; while systems and applications that tend to use LEDs, like the oximeters contained in supercluster E4 (sensors), are positioned towards the right.
In other words (and very roughly), superclusters are dispersed vertically according to their emphasis on chips, systems or applications, while superclusters are dispersed horizontally according to their emphasis on organic or inorganic light emitters. Interestingly, this high-level interpretation of the patent map is very different from that discussed in Section 6 of the article map. Two possible explanations seem particularly likely.
A first explanation might be that the intellectual content is in fact different for the article and patent datasets. For example, articles will have a greater science and technology content, while patents will have a greater technology and societal-use content. Hence, some areas of science would likely not be represented in the patent dataset, just as some areas of applications would likely not be represented in the article dataset.
A second explanation might be that even when articles and patents having similar intellectual content are present in both datasets, differences in citation practices might lead to differences in bibliographic coupling, and in turn lead to differences in record, cluster and supercluster positioning. For example, patents, whose intent is to establish priority (so as to exclude knowledge from being used by others), tend to cite patents that they are competitive with, but not patents that they are supported by. In contrast, articles, whose intent is partly pedagogical (to communicate knowledge in order to enable that knowledge to be used by others), tend not just to cite articles that they are competitive with, but also articles that they are supported by. The result is that articles that have similar intellectual content, and which cite a common set of supporting articles, will be strongly coupled bibliographically; while patents that have similar intellectual content, and which mostly cite each other, may not be as strongly coupled bibliographically. For this reason, it might be interesting in future work to explore differences between article maps based on bibliographic coupling and patent maps based on citation coupling.
We note here that in the early stages of our work we did attempt to map 'simultaneously' the article and patent datasets, using a lexical similarity metric based on common words used in article and patent abstracts. The words used in the articles and patents were sufficiently different, however, that the resulting map (not shown) consisted of one region populated mostly with articles, and another region populated mostly with patents. Additional analysis on word distributions showed that of the most widely used words (those occurring in at least 0.1% of the abstracts), only 14% were used relatively frequently (fractional ratios between 2:1 and 1:2) in both articles and patents. The remaining 86% appeared preferentially (fractional ratios greater than 2:1 or less than 1:2) in either articles or patents. These differences in language may simply reflect differences between the writing styles of researchers and patent attorneys, but they may also reflect real differences between the intellectual content of articles and patents.
We are now in a position to analyse the relative contributions various nations have made not only to the overall patent domain, but to the patent sub-domains that the various superclusters represent. This analysis is summarised in Tables 5a, 5b Table 5 (a) lists these percentages for the entire 28 years and Table 5 (b) lists them for the most recent five years (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) . Table 5 (c) lists, again for each supercluster, the ratio between the two percentages in Tables 5(b) and 5(a). This ratio is an indication of the trend in time of a nation's contribution to the articles in the various superclusters.
From Tables 5(a) and 5(b), one can see that the USA and Japan are the two dominant nations in patents, even more so than they were in articles. The rightmost columns indicate that together they contributed more than ¾ of all the patents (summed over all superclusters) in both the full 28-year dataset and in the most recent five years of the dataset.
From the rightmost column of Table 5 (c), however, one can also see that this overall dominance is shifting. The USA's trend ratio is 0.8, indicating that its percentage contribution, summed over all superclusters, is shrinking (from 51% to 42%). Japan's trend ratio is 1.2, indicating that its percentage contribution is growing (from 32% to 37%). Indeed, the other Asian nations are also growing, even more rapidly than Japan: Taiwan's and South Korea's trend ratios are 1.6 and China's trend ratio is 1.9, indicating that their percentage contributions are growing rapidly (Taiwan's from 5% to 7% and South Korea's from 2% to 3%).
Just as in Table 3 for articles, in Table 5 for patents we have 'heat mapped' the colours of the various cells in Tables 3(a) and 3(b) to reflect a nation's percentage contribution to particular superclusters relative to its percentage contribution to the overall dataset.
The US, for example, has had both a historical and recent emphasis on superclusters E3 (indicators, scanners) and E4 (sensors). Interestingly, this is consistent with the USA's historical and recent emphasis on article supercluster C2 (sensors, phototherapy, optics), as discussed in Section 6, and in ongoing interest in the use of LEDs and lasers as sensors and sources in medical, environmental and communications applications. Japan, in contrast, has had both a historical and recent emphasis on supercluster D3 (LEDs and heterostructures), consistent with its leadership role in the GaN-based materials breakthroughs discussed in Section 3. The implication is that, amongst these two dominant nations, Japan is emphasising improvements in light-emitters at the materials and chip levels, while the USA is emphasising improvements in light-emitting systems and their end-use applications. Table 5 Absolute and percentage contributions of representative nations to the various parent superclusters, (a) contributions to the entire 28-year dataset (b) contributions to the most recent five years of the dataset (c) the ratio between the two (see online version for colours)
Unlike for articles, where the smaller nations have a higher degree of emphasis on particular superclusters at the expense of others, for patents all nations have a similar degree of emphasis. Interestingly, Japan's emphasis at the materials and chip levels is shared by the other Asian nations (particularly Taiwan and South Korea), while the USA's emphasis on systems and end-use applications is shared by the North American and European nations. This is consistent with the growth of the semiconductor chip industries in Asia, and of the system integration and service industries in North America and Europe. Finally, in addition to the Asian nations' ongoing selective emphasis on the materials and chips oriented superclusters, they are also, just as they are in the article superclusters, broadening their contributions in the other patent superclusters. This is illustrated by the hot (orange) cells in Table 5 (c), which represent those superclusters for which a nation's percentage contribution has increased the most in recent years. These are, by and large, not the superclusters that the smaller nations are emphasising, but the superclusters that they are 'not' emphasising -but in which they are broadening their contributions. Because their historical contributions have been so small, even modest recent contributions represent large percentage increases.
Patent hot topics
As with articles, for patents we can also examine technical communities. These are the level-2 clusters, and again for brevity we call these level-2 clusters 'topics'. As indicated in Table 2 , there were 388 topics, of which 65 (or 17%) can be considered young, in that their patents have a mean age 4 years or less. These 65 young topics are shown in Figure 11 as coloured circles on a stylised supercluster map. The superclusters on this map have been shifted manually from those shown on Figure 10 , so that they do not overlap, and so that the topics can be placed unambiguously in the supercluster to which it was ultimately aggregated. Just as for the analogous map in Figure 9 for articles, the areas of the topics have been scaled to reflect the number of articles they contain. The colouring (or heat mapping) of the topics have been chosen to reflect their 'impact'. For an individual patent, impact is the ratio between its actual number of citations and the average number of citations for all patents in the entire US patent database issued the same year and having the same patent class (this is a slightly different definition of impact than that used for articles). For a topic, impact is the average impact of all patents that aggregated into the topic. Topics that are both young and high impact are considered 'hot' and are coloured orange, while those with low impact are considered 'cold' and are coloured blue. Anderson (1996) As illustrated in Figure 11 , the young topics are not dispersed evenly amongst the superclusters. Superclusters E1 (linear arrays), E3 (indicators, scanners), E4 (sensors), F1 (backlights, panels, phosphors) and F2 (portable lights) have very few young topics. But superclusters D1 (OLEDs), D2 (LEDs and optics), D3 (LEDs and heterostructures), E2 (switches, indicators) and F3 (lamps, controls) each have multiple young topics. Supercluster D1 (OLEDs) has both the most young and hot topics. This is consistent with article supercluster A6 (organics) having also both the most young and hot topics. Interestingly, supercluster D3 (LEDs and heterostructures) has many young topics, but none of them are hot. The recent topics within medium-power lamps and controls (F3) all have higher than average impact.
The nine hottest topics are specifically called out in Figure 11 , and their details, including the seminal articles associated with them, are listed in Table 6 . They are all relatively large and active areas of patenting activity:
• OLED encapsulation: This area involves developing materials and designs for encapsulating OLEDs, with particular attention to preventing water or oxygen from reaching and causing degradation to OLED devices. Because OLEDs are extremely sensitive to water and oxygen, this is an area of great interest to any OLED application, including flat-panel displays and SSL.
• Active-matrix OLED displays: This area involves the development of flat-panel OLED displays in which each pixel is controlled by its own thin-film transistor. Once turned on, the pixel stays on throughout an entire frame refresh cycle, rather than decaying as in a passive-matrix display. This is an area of great interest to flat-panel displays, with possible impact on SSL in configurations where real-time tailoring of brightness and colour is important.
• Multicolour OLEDs: This area involves the development of OLEDs that emit more than one colour through integration of various organic active materials. This is an area of great interest for wide-colour-gamut flat-panel video displays, as well as for producing white light of variable colour temperature for SSL.
• Thermal transfer for OLED fabrication: This area involves thermal methods for transferring organic materials from one substrate to another, as a means of fabricating OLED devices. This is an area of interest for patterned devices in flat-panel displays, and possibly for patterned devices in SSL.
• Ink-jet printed OLEDs: This area involves ink-jet methods for depositing organic materials, as a means of fabricating OLED devices. This area is also of interest for patterned devices in flat-panel displays, and also possibly for patterned devices in SSL.
• Phosphor-converted LEDs: This area involves the development of phosphors and configurations for white light LEDs, in which a phosphor is used to convert monochromatic light into multi-chromatic white light. This method is the current dominant design for white light LEDs and is of direct interest to SSL.
• Ornamental LED packages: This area involves the development of LED packages for numerous signalling and display purposes. It is an active area, with possible interest for SSL.
• Photocuring and phototherapy: This area involves the use of LED light to induce chemical changes in non-biological and biological materials. Because the wavelength of the light can be targeted at particular chromophores and chemical reactions, the light can be used very efficiently. It is likely only of indirect interest to SSL.
• LED retrofitting lamps: This area involves the system aspects of packaging LEDs in such a way as to enable them to be plugged directly into systems which currently use traditional light sources. It is of direct interest to SSL, as one possible route to consumer acceptance.
Note that none of these topics, except perhaps for phosphor-converted LEDs and LED retrofitting lamps, are hot specifically because of their perceived potential impact on SSL. They are hot because of other nearer-term applications in displays, signalling and medical treatments. Nevertheless, just as for the article hot topics, the serendipitous and unpredictable nature of the interplay between technology and applications suggests that breakthroughs of importance to SSL could emerge from any of these (as well as other) topics.
Future directions
We have presented analyses of the literature of SSL, based on a comprehensive dataset of articles and US patents in the foundational knowledge domain of electroluminescent materials and phenomena. The analyses include: identification of knowledge sub-domains of historical and recent importance, and trends over time of the contributions of various nations and continents to the knowledge domain and its sub-domains.
However, there are some deficiencies in our analyses and we mention in closing two of these, along with possible approaches to circumventing them.
First, the dataset was created purely lexically: a search string acting on the lexical content of records in the primary databases. With such a purely lexical approach, it is difficult to simultaneously capture all knowledge sub-domains relevant to SSL, while avoiding capturing some knowledge sub-domains of marginal relevance. In our case, phosphors, because they involve photoluminescent (not electroluminescent) materials and phenomena, were poorly captured; while infrared (not visible) electroluminescence was perhaps captured too well.
To correct for this deficiency, an alternative approach to creating the dataset might be to make use of bibliometric distances. Starting from a carefully (and perhaps iteratively) chosen core set of articles and patents, one might successively add articles and patents that are bibliometrically 'near' the core set. Increasing the size of the core set would increase the precision, while increasing the allowed bibliometric distance away from the core set would increase the recall.
Second, because there is very little bibliographic coupling between the article and patent datasets, the article and patent datasets were analysed independently. The result was that our two sets of emergent knowledge sub-domains are independent of each other, even though clearly there are intellectual relationships between them. It would be interesting to be able to analyse a combined dataset, resulting in only one set of emergent knowledge sub-domains composed of both articles and patents.
A possible approach might be based on identifying 'pairs' of articles and patents with similar intellectual content based on coincidence of author sets, publication and issue dates, and word/phrase usage. These pairs would then be assigned artificially large edge weights, but otherwise the mapping of articles and patents to x, y positions based on bibliometric coupling would proceed as before. The greater the number of pairs the more robust the combined mapping might be expected to be. And by varying the strength of the artificially large edge weights, the coupling 'between' the article and patent datasets relative to the coupling 'within' the article and patent datasets would also be varied.
